CALL
FROM
TEAMS

UNIFIED
COMMUNICATIONS
AS A SERVICE

Connect your Microsoft Teams platform to the public telephone
network, provide your employees with better internal and external
communication through calls via Microsoft Teams, provide them
with a true Unified Communications service without investment
in equipment, at a fixed monthly cost.

UNIFY
COMMUNICATION
Messages, calls, meetings - let it all go from one place.
You don't need a phone to make phone calls, use Microsoft
Teams to connect all communication channels for the
unique Unified Communications solutions.

BENEFIT FROM YOUR EXISTING
OFFICE 365 LICENCES
Use the full potential of your Office 365 licenses and Microsoft
Teams platform, connect your on-premises telephony infrastructure
to Microsoft Teams for calls to fixed and mobile networks.

ACHIEVE
SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS
Take advantage of all the benefits of the service, through
fixed monthly operating expenses, optimize the cost of calls,
reduce the need for on-premise infrastructure,
administration and maintenance.

IMPROVE THE REMOTE
WORK EXPERIENCE
Offer your employees the same work experience, regardless
of their work location (home office or any other place of work).

FREE YOURSELF FROM CARING
ABOUT THE INFRASTRUCTURE
The service provides countless benefits, including security
and maintenance. Equipment and safety are our concern,
we guarantee high availability and quality of service.

PAYMENT MODEL
AND LICENSING
We offer you a full service, where the price license per user is 5 euros per month, and within
that price a complete CALL FROM TEAMS service is included, with assessment, preparation,
consulting, implementation and integration, maintenance, security and rental of our equipment.

This service is intended for all companies and organizations, of which primarily to those who use
remote work, and work on Microsoft Teams platform. Having Office 365 licenses, the logical step is to
expand the benefits that Teams platform provides by enabling calls to PSTN networks.
Additionally, by using CALL FROM TEAMS service you can unburden your resources (human and
infrastructure), you have predictable costs and can improve communication and collaboration not only
within your own teams, but also externally - towards your customers, clients and business associates!

TO WHOM IS
CALL FROM
TEAMS SERVICE
INTENDED?

Create your business with Combis business solutions!
e: sales@combis.hr, w: combis.hr

